
Reviewer’s guide



Thank you in advance for your review of Robo C2. We look forward to your 

assessment and providing consumers with important information about our 

brand and products. 

The Robolution is now with the Robo C2 Compact Smart 3D printer with 

Wi-Fi — a 3D printer unlike any other that’s engineered for effortless making.

And after your review, we’re confident that you’ll feel the same way!

Make the imagined.
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Making 3D printing accessible to everyone has always been the focus at Robo 

since we launched our first printer in 2013.

With the addition of Robo C2 — as well as our Robo R2 High-Performance 

3D printer with Wi-Fi — to the Robo lineup, we’ve totally redesigned and 

reimagined both next-generation printers to exceed consumer expectations, 

while defining the new industry status quo with a wish-list set of innovative 

features expected in a modern, connected smart device.

Robo C2 is the future
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With a built-in suite of new and advanced technologies aimed to propel  

3D printing into the mass market, coupled with an accessible price point, 

Robo C2 is a ground-up overhaul from our early models. Where consumers 

saw a viable upgrade from the initial R1 model in the R1 +Plus — with 

features like advanced linear motion and lead screws for better print quality, 

performance, and consistency, automatic calibration, higher resolution, 

SD card printing capability, an improved filament feeding system for ease 

of use, an all metal hot end that supports more print variety, plus additional 

components to further enhance leveling, guidance, and overall performance 

— Robo C2 completely changes the game.

It is the new step forward… a next-gen 3D printer geared specifically around 

the consumer that both supports and offers:

All of it proving that you don’t need an engineering degree to unleash the power 

of creativity.

• High-quality, accurate 3D printing

• Smarter, faster printing

• Integrated next-level automation

• First-rate materials

• Seamless user experience

• More community loyalists/engagement

• Robust media content

• Class-leading customer service
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Robo spent countless hours and iterations designing and engineering Robo C2 

to meet and exceed expectations in the 3D printing space. And now we bring 

this machine into the world with great pride, at a time when people seek more 

unique ways to empower their creative drive. 

Robo C2 is perfect for makers of all backgrounds...

Make more 
with Robo C2



Architect: She needs to create intricate and complex scale models — 

both accurately and quickly — to fully align with client expectations 

throughout all facets of the draft, presentation, and build process.

Robo C2 provides a high-feature, low-cost 3D printer that provides reliable 

results time and time again.

Engineer: He wants to test out the fitment of new components    

for a mechanical design to ensure their proper fit and function.

Robo C2 provides a compact, portable, prototyping solution for remote work,  

or for home-office prototyping.

Industrial designers, brand designers, engineers, architects, and other 

technical creatives, who need a viable machine that lets them easily 

print and present physical prototypes of any project to a wide range 

of clients and support teams.

Designers

Use case examples:
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Jewelry designer: She has an eye for modern, fashion-forward jewelry designs 

whose business plan centers on making intricate pieces that effectively capture 

market trends and elevate them for mass adoption.

Robo C2 provides a compact solution and easy-to-use interface to test out 

concepts and make one-off personalized and customized jewelry pieces.

Start-up business owner: He has limited capital, but endless ideas. He wants 

to develop and test out those ideas to see if they’re viable as the next big thing.

Robo C2 is a tool that allows the entrepreneur to test many ideas quickly and 

fail fast without a large capital investment each time.

Entrepreneurs looking to scale their business to unprecedented new heights 

with a machine they can use as their primary tool of production — who need to 

manufacture a specific part or model whose details are the best representation 

of what was created on paper or using design software — with high-quality, 

high-output, finished, repeatable prints at a low cost.

Entrepreneurs

Use case examples:
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Educators of varying disciplines (parents, teachers, professors, mentors, 

tutors and coaches) looking to accelerate and enhance all aspects of learning 

for a wide range of studies and promote new learning opportunities through 

built-in features that are expected from top-tier digital tools found in devices 

that include smart touch technology, popular software integration and more 

(compatible with STEAM curriculum).

Educators
Middle school teacher: She aims to further develop her students’ life skills 

by honing their creativity with STEAM curricula and VEX robotics competitions 

— all while learning how 3D printing technology plays a role in their future 

career decisions.

Robo C2 is feature rich, with a range of functionalities not found on any other 

printer at this price point, while also being compact enough to move from 

classroom to classroom.

Mom and Dad: Their daughter’s passion for creating and testing ideas, from 

her science, design, and art classes, extends beyond the walls of the school 

and into the home — and her parents support her every step of the way.

Robo C2 provides their daughter a true means to explore complex ideas and 

feel confident taking them to new levels through 3D printing.

Use case examples:
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Makers who rely on their ingenuity and find personal fulfillment in solving 

challenges that are inherent in every creative endeavor, whether it’s a solo 

project or a group collaboration.

Makers

The drone enthusiast: He enjoys making his own flying machines, he started 

with a Robo quad-rotor drone-kit, then modified and customized it with different 

configurations. He’s involved with the drone-hacking community, and used two 

kits to make a drone octocopter. He enjoys creating new parts and seeing how 

they perform and tweaking them.

The drone enthusiast first got his Robo C2 when the Robo drone print 

kit caught his eye, he uses it to make replacement parts when needed.

Problem solver and home inventor: She’s intent on building out a series of 

well-crafted and intuitively-designed self-watering planters for her urban 

garden. Once designed, sharing the designed parts with other home makers is 

satisfying for her, as people from around the world can test out and comment 

on her designs, giving her even more ideas to make improvements.

In the garage workshop or in the home office, Robo C2 doesn’t look out 

of place in either environment. Robo C2 is just the right size to allow for making 

customized parts that fit her exact requirements in and around the home. 

Use case examples:
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Robo knows firsthand that to truly measure its success means its products 

must reach beyond a specialized consumer camp toward a more inclusive 

experience regardless of age or skill level — whether the making happens 

at home, in the workplace or in the classroom. 

And with the new Robo C2, that aim is realized right out of the box — giving 

anyone with an idea, a vision or a purpose the tool needed to help turn their 

passion into a physical reality, as quickly and as easily as possible right from 

a mobile device using the Robo app.  

• It’s the accessible 3D printer

• Next-gen features only found in higher priced models / brands

• Easy setup means you’re up and making in minutes

• Fits any space with its compact size

3D printing made 
easy for all
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Robo engineers carefully built every component in Robo C2 and performed 

extensive analysis to ensure the printer delivers the best possible experience 

for its category. 

Robo C2 key technologies
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Wi-Fi connectivity: Connect Robo C2 to your home or workplace 

Wi-Fi network with your mobile device and the Robo app to enjoy 

a fast, accurate wireless 3D printing experience.

Print from your phone, tablet or ChromeBook: Easily print 

everything you make right from your mobile device using the 

Robo app, or from a ChromeBook using Robo Octoprint.

Compact size: Small footprint fits any space, giving you 

the freedom to make just about anywhere.

Efficient print size: Enjoy a 5 x 5 x 6 inch print size that’s 

perfect for nearly any project.

Fast print speed: Make every one of your 3D prints come alive 

quickly and accurately with our class-leading print speed.

Top product features to consider testing include:
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Total print-smart control: Built-in 3.5” color touch screen lets 

you take control of every detail in real time — and precision 

sensor technology ensures every 3D print is made to your exact 

specifications.

Automatic self-leveling print bed: Spend more time making 

without having to manually adjust the print bed — plus it’s 

removable.

Integrated model slicing: Simplifies the path to every finished 

print, giving each layer more customized and controlled attention 

to detail. You access this onboard feature from the printer, ensuring 

you no longer have to rely solely on a desktop or laptop to prepare 

a file for printing.

Filament run-out detection: Lets you know when you’ve run out of 

material and automatically pauses your 3D print until you can refill 

the filament and continue your project.
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Robo C2 utilizes an open-source filament approach, allowing you to not only 

print with Robo PLA Filament, but also with more than 20 different materials 

from other manufacturers.

In an effort to create a feature-rich printer at an accessible price-point — 

and seeing as how 85% of all prints are made with PLA,* a versatile and 

easy-to-use material that doesn’t require a heated print bed — Robo decided 

not to include a heated print bed in Robo C2.

* PLA is 85% of material sales, 2016 Context data

Print more



Connect and print right from your mobile device

Monitor the progress of every print

Manage multiple prints and printers at once

Manual control panel lets you handle every detail with precision

Connect to cloud libraries and access thousands of 3D models

Make in-app purchases (filaments, accessories, print kits and more)

Robo app
Simply download the free Robo app to experience the next 

level in 3D printing and get more out of everything you make.



Robo partnered with the prestigious Outerspace Design, a company whose 

expertise ensured that Robo C2 featured a highly functional mechanical design, 

while showing off a strong visual appeal. So, you’ll see that it has a modern, 

inviting look that truly pops and fits great into any home or workplace.

Robo C2 design – 
A look that inspires



We’ve also been recognized as 
a thought-leader in the world of 
3D printing through the following 
industry wins:
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Robo C2 further redefines the 3D printing landscape with next-level 

differentiators you’d expect to find in a 3D printer that’s often twice the cost: 

Key differentiators 
between Robo C2 and 
other industry offerings

• Onboard slicing that’s controllable 
from the LCD screen, web dashboard 
and the Robo iOS app

• Robo app that provides complete 
control of the 3D printer

• Quick and easy integration with 
Dropbox and Google Drive

• Filament run out detection

• Auto-level probe

• Crystal clear polycarbonate windows 

• Innovative monocoque design that 
offers a strong overall structure

• Unibody gantry design made from  
PC-ABS

• Easy software updates   
(requires Internet connection)
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Recommended 
prints for testing
We recommend these 3D prints to help you start making 

with Robo C2 — and they’re already preloaded on the printer. 

Just go to FILES on the touchscreen and choose from the following:

Buckle Box source: www.thingiverse.com/thing:82620

Mercedes C9 source: www.thingiverse.com/thing:45449

Owl Statue source: www.thingiverse.com/thing:18271

Spiral Tower source: www.thingiverse.com/thing:2062447

Robo C2 
Quick Start Guide
To get started, follow the steps in the printed 

Quick Start Guide or watch the video: 

bit.ly/Robo-C2
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Print size
5 x 5 x 6 in
127 x 127 x 152.4 mm

Layer resolution
20–300 microns

Print plate leveling tech
20–300 microns

Print technology
Fused Filament Fabrication

Print speed
Up to 16 mm /s

Travel speed
Up to 250 mm/s

Print head
Quick change nozzle

XYZ accuracy
12.5, 12.5, 5 microns

Nozzle diameter
0.4 mm Nozzle

Size (w x d x h)
13 x 12.75 x 18.25 in
330.2 x 323.85 x 463.55 mm

Weight
20.8 lbs, 9.4 kg

Software
Robo app or Cura free 
preparation software

Robo Octo app via 
browser interface

Supported OS
Apple iOS and macOS, 
Windows, Linux, 
ChromeOS

Operating ambient temp
59–90 °F, 15–32 °C

Non-operating temp
32–90 °F, 0–32 °C

File transfer
Standalone 3D printing 
from USB stick, Wi-Fi 
printing from app

UPC
855076005783

Shipping weight
28 lb
12.7 kg

MSRP
$799.99

Robo C2 printer
Power cable
Spool of �lament
Quick start guide
USB with 3D models
Tool kit
1-year Autodesk Fusion 360
(commercial edition)

English
French
Spanish
German
Polish
Italian
Chinese
Japanese

Tech specs Requirements

Shipping details

In the box

Languages

Robo C2 support documentation
www.robo3d.com/manual

Robo contact information
pr@robo3d.com
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